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Abstract—Combinational equivalence checking (CEC) has

been widely applied to ensure design correctness after logic

synthesis and technology-dependent optimization in digital IC

design. CEC runtime is often critical for large designs, even

when advanced techniques are employed. Three complementary

ways for enabling parallelism in CEC are proposed, addressing

different design and verification scenarios. Experimental results

have demonstrated speedups up to 63x when comparing the pro-

posed approach to a single-threaded implementation of similar

CEC engine. A practical impact of such a speedup, for instance,

is the runtime reduction from 19 hours to only 18 minutes

when checking equivalence of AIGs comprising more than twenty

million nodes. Therefore, the proposed solution presents great

potential for improving current EDA environments.

Index Terms—Digital IC Design, Verification, Combinational

Equivalence Checking, Graph Partitioning, Parallel Computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

AST and scalable techniques for combinational equiva-
lence checking (CEC) are essential in modern electronic

design automation (EDA) environments. In a typical scenario,
the logic function implemented by an optimized digital inte-
grated circuit (IC) is checked for equivalence to the original
specification after multi-level logic synthesis [1]. Moreover,
scalable CEC techniques are quite useful in several key logic
synthesis processes which depend on efficient computation of
equivalence classes of internal circuit nodes. A non-exhaustive
list of those tasks is the following:

• Removal of functionally equivalent logic in the design
during logic synthesis and optimization;

• Computation of structural choices, enabling circuit area
and signal delay improvement after technology mapping
step [2];

• Sequential equivalence checking based on register and
signal correspondence [3], [4];

• Bridging circuits for the implementation and the specifi-
cation in engineering change orders (ECOs) [5];

• A number of utility packages, e.g. node name transfer
across netlists before and after synthesis.

In recent years, equivalence checking has become more
critical due to the increasing in complexity of current and
upcoming system-on-chip (SoC) and VLSI designs. To demon-
strate the complexity of CEC when dealing with large designs,
consider one instance of the problem for checking equivalence
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between the original circuit description comprising 14 million
nodes and a synthesized version comprising 9 million nodes
being both represented through AND-inverter graphs (AIGs).
These circuits were checked using the &cec command in
ABC, which is an industrial-strength academic tool for logic
synthesis and formal verification [6]. ABC took more than
24 hours to prove equivalence, making it clear that such a
verification becomes harder as the design size increases, so
reinforcing the necessity for improved CEC to make computer-
aided design (CAD) tools more scalable.

In order to enable the next rounds of technology innovation,
there is a demand for massively parallel EDA tools running on
the cloud [7], [8]. Considering this scenario, traditional EDA
algorithms and data structures, in particular, those dealing with
CEC, need to be rethought to benefit from parallel computing
platforms. In typical EDA environment, algorithms work on
a sparse graph representing the circuit. It is often challeng-
ing to exploit parallelism of graph-based algorithms due to
the irregular nature of graphs implemented using pointer-
based data structures. Besides, several CEC approaches are
based on binary decision diagram (BDD) [9]–[11] and hybrid
BDD/SAT-based engines [12], which are less scalable when
running into single thread and so harder to parallelize than
those based on simulation and Boolean satisfiability (SAT)
[13], [14].

In this paper, we are unlocking massive parallelism for CEC
by applying graph (miter) partitioning in order to balance
data sharing and data independence during SAT solving. The
paper proposes two models of parallelism that can be applied
separately or combined, leading to a third hybrid model that
allows to fully exploit the power of parallel environments.
Our parallel CEC is based on the state-of-the-art CEC engine
available in ABC, which exploits the synergy between logic
simulation and SAT [14].

The main contributions of this work are the following:
• Three novel models are introduced to enable massive

parallelism for speeding up two crucial time-consuming
CEC tasks, mitering and SAT sweeping.

• The proposed parallel CEC engine handles large designs
comprising millions of AIG nodes, and scales to many
threads unlocking the potential of parallel environments
available through cloud computing.

• Experimental results have shown significant runtime im-
provement when comparing to both single-threaded ABC
and parallel commercial CEC engines. In some cases, the
proposed solution reduces the CEC runtime from more
than one day to only a few minutes/hours.

• Proposed models are based on simple principles making
them easy to reproduce and deploy in a standard EDA
flow. Therefore, several other important tasks that depend
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on CEC can benefit from the speedup enabled by the
proposed scalable solution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a brief review of techniques used in modern CEC
engines. Related work is discussed in Section III. Section IV
describes the proposed approach for accelerating CEC. Exper-
imental results are discussed in Section V. The conclusions are
outlined in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section presents a set of definitions related to the main
concepts and techniques involved in the proposed approach
for parallel CEC.

A. AND-Inverter Graph

AND-inverter graph is a directed acyclic graph used as data
structure in logic synthesis. AIG is a homogeneous circuit rep-
resentation comprising four types of nodes: constants, primary
inputs (PI), primary outputs (PO) and two-input AND (AND2)
operators. Sequential elements such as latches and flip-flops
can be viewed as special nodes or pseudo-PI/PO. A graph
edge can present an optional attribute depending on whether
the corresponding signal is complemented.

The set of nodes connected to the inputs of a given AIG
node n is called the fanin of n. Analogously, the set of nodes
connected to the outputs of n is called the fanout of n. If there
is a path from node n to n0, then n is in the transitive fanin
(TFI) of n0 and n0 is in the transitive fanout (TFO) of n. The
TFI cone of a given node n includes n and all those nodes
in the transitive fanin of n towards the primary inputs of the
AIG. The TFO cone of n is analogous, including n and all
those nodes in the transitive fanout of n towards the primary
outputs of the AIG. Structural hashing is a technique used to
ensure that a given AIG does not have duplicated AND2 nodes
with exactly the same pair of fanin, even under permutation
of the AND2 inputs [15].

B. Boolean Satisfiability

Boolean satisfiability is the decision problem to determine
whether there exist an assignment to the input variables that
makes the output of a given Boolean formula F evaluates to
true. If such an assignment exists, then F is satisfiable (sat).
Otherwise, F is unsatisfiable (unsat). Conventionally, SAT
problem instances are represented by a formula F in the
conjunctive normal form (CNF). A literal is an instance of a
given Boolean variable x, e.g. x (positive) or ¬x (negative). A
clause is a disjunction of literals and a cube is a conjunction
of literals. SAT solvers are tools implementing advanced
techniques for automatically deciding whether a given formula
F is sat or unsat. Common SAT techniques applied nowadays
are lookaheads [16], conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)
[17] and incremental SAT solving [18], [19].

C. Mitering
A miter M composes two circuits under verification C1 and

C2 into a single circuit by pair-wise connecting the inputs with
the same name and by pair-wise comparing the outputs with
the same name using exclusive-OR (EXOR) operator [20]. At
the top of the miter, an OR operator connects all the outputs
of EXORs, representing the output of the comparator for the
primary outputs, as shown in Fig. 1.

In practice, M can be represented by a multi-output AIG
without the top OR operator so that each output is a separate
decision problem. This way, the AIG is viewed as an instance
of a multi-output SAT problem that can be easily converted to
CNF form by using the Tseitin transformation [21], and then
given to the SAT solver. If the SAT solver returns unsat, all
pairs of outputs under comparison are equivalent. Otherwise,
the solver returns sat, i.e., at least one pair of outputs is
different. This process for proving equivalence using miter
and SAT solving is also referred as mitering.

C1 C2
O1 O2 O1 O2

A B C C B A

MITER

ni nj

n1
n2

Fig. 1. Miter structure with reduced logic by merging equivalent internal
nodes.

D. BDD and SAT Sweeping
The techniques known as BDD sweeping [12] and SAT

sweeping [22] are used to detect functionally equivalent nodes
internally in AIG or miter. In this approach, pairs of internal
nodes are checked for equivalence in a topological order. If the
equivalence is proved, the corresponding nodes can be merged
to simplify the miter, as shown int Fig. 1. BDD and SAT
sweeping are useful since to prove equivalence by directly
constructing a BDD of a miter for the entire circuits under
verification is often not practical [23]. In many cases, directly
applying BDD construction and SAT solving for checking
equivalences require a lot of memory and computation re-
sources.

E. Logic Simulation
Logic simulation is the process of applying random values to

the circuit PIs and propagate these values towards the circuits
POs in order to asses the logic behavior of internal nodes
and/or POs. This is a common technique used to quickly detect
non-equivalent nodes, helping to reduce the number of SAT
calls during SAT sweeping. Typically, random vectors and
counter-examples returned by SAT solvers are used as input
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patterns for simulation [13], [22]. A counter-example C
ex

is
an assignment of input variables of the Boolean formula F
representing the SAT problem instance, in this context, proving
that a pair of nodes is not equivalent. This way, simulation is
used to group potential-equivalent nodes into classes whereas
SAT solving is used for checking equivalences among nodes
belonging to the same class.

III. RELATED WORK

In formal verification, model checking aims to exhaustively
verify a software/hardware system against to the target spec-
ification in order to ensure the correct system behavior [24],
[25]. During the verification process, several system properties
must to be checked such as liveness and safety [26], where
CEC is a particular instance of a safety property. Early sym-
bolic model checking methods were mainly based on BDDs
[23] whereas modern approaches are based on SAT solvers,
becoming more scalable for current industrial-size instances
[27]–[29]. Currently, SAT solvers play an important role in
formal verification as a whole so that advances in parallel SAT
solving can improve the performance of several verification
tools including the CEC ones which are of particular interest in
this work. In this sense, we present a brief review on portfolio
and divide-and-conquer techniques employed for speeding up
SAT solving in parallel environments [30].

Portfolio-based SAT solvers aim to increase the solution-
space exploration by executing multiple solvers in parallel
in order to solve the same CNF formula F with different
configurations or even with different SAT solvers [31]. Since
SAT solvers work heuristically and tend to present significant
runtime variation for different problem instances, the portfolio
technique tries to take advantage of the best characteristics
of several solvers according to the given instance. Clause
exchange can be considered among the SAT solvers for avoid-
ing re-computation and improving runtime. Some examples of
parallel portfolio-based solvers are ManySat [32], Plingeling
[33] and HordeSat [34]. In [35], dual SAT can be considered
as a kind of portfolio-based method by running multiple SAT
solvers on the original CNF and on its dual version.

Divide-and-conquer parallel SAT solvers decompose a given
CNF formula F into disjoint sub-problems trying to find
out workload balance among several workers. The dived-and-
conquer approach is intuitive and it has been addressed by sev-
eral previous works, some of them are addresses in [36]–[38].
However, it is challenging to decompose the given problem
into pieces with similar size and computational complexity.
Recent advancing in this direction is the cube-and-conquer
paradigm [39] that uses a lookahead solver to partition a SAT
instance in many subproblems by creating cubes and then uses
a CDCL solver to solve those subproblems. The partitions are
solved independently and can be naturally processed in parallel
leading to linear speedups in several real-application instances.

When it comes to dedicated CEC engines, in [40], a dif-
ferent method called EQUIPE was proposed for parallelizing
CEC based on a hybrid solution that combines CPU and
GPU. The authors exploit parallelism in GPU to perform
signature-based analysis and structural matching in order to

minimize the number of SAT calls. The method evaluates
the circuits under verification trying to prove speculatively
the equivalence between internal nodes. When the equivalence
cannot be proved by the GPU-based solution, a SAT solver is
then executed in the host processor (CPU) in order to check
equivalence of individual nodes. However, even when using
14 GPU-cores and 4 CPU-cores, the speedup provided by
EQUIPE is limited to a factor of three compared to the non-
parallel CEC engine available in ABC tool.

There is still a set of recent methods, not necessarily
parallel, dedicated to the verification of arithmetic circuits by
applying computer algebra techniques [41]–[45]. In general,
these algebraic methods have presented significant advantages
when compared to SAT-based solution for checking Galois
Field arithmetic circuits and integer arithmetic circuits, so
defining a different class of verification tools.

IV. PROPOSED PARALLEL CEC
In this work, we propose three different strategies to

speedup CEC by enabling massive parallelism in the ABC
&cec engine [6]. As discussed before, the conventional CEC
solves many SAT problems represented as a miter. The pro-
posed approach relies on graph partitioning aiming to exploit
data independence during miter simplification and solving.

First of all, we dissect the CEC engine available in ABC
tool, presenting its main components and investigating the
most promising points to exploit parallelism. In the sequence,
we define the proposed strategy for graph partitioning followed
by two models for enabling parallel CEC by partitioning
the main miter and the temporary miters constructed during
SAT sweeping. Finally, we present the combination of both
strategies can be combined in a hybrid model that allows to
fully exploit the power of parallel computing.

A. CEC Engine in ABC Tool
Typically, modern CEC engines alternate between miter

solving to prove equivalences of outputs and miter simpli-
fication to prove equivalence of internal nodes. Simulation
and SAT sweeping are used for gradually simplifying the
miter complexity. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we
have adopted the terms main miter and internal miter when
referring to the data being processed in different steps of the
CEC engine core.

• Let M
m

be the main miter, referring to the miter created
once at the beginning of the verification process. M

m

comprises all the logic of the two circuits under com-
parison. During the CEC, M

m

is gradually simplified by
merging internal equivalent nodes from both circuits.

• Let M
i

be the internal miter, referring to the miter
created temporarily at each integration of SAT sweeping
in the CEC core. M

i

comprises subgraphs from M
m

, i.e.,
M

i

⇢ M
m

, representing a set of CEC subproblems for
determining those internal equivalent nodes.

Fig. 2 shows a scheme of the CEC core implemented
in the ABC command &cec, which is an improved version
of the method presented in [14]. This engine is based on
the SAT solver MiniSat [18] and employs several techniques
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Fig. 2. CEC engine of the ABC command &cec.

introduced in previous work such as intelligent simulation and
functionally reduced AIGs (FRAIGs) [46].

Initially, intelligent simulation is applied to group nodes that
appear to be equivalent into classes. The input patterns used for
simulation are computed based on SAT counter-examples C

ex

that contribute to distinguish non-equivalent nodes belonging
to candidate equivalence classes. An extended set of distance-
1 simulation vectors are produced by flipping one bit at a time
from C

ex

[14].
While simplifying M

m

in the &cec command, pairs of
nodes from each class are represented in the temporary internal
miter M

i

and checked by the SAT solver S. All those nodes
proved equivalent are merged in order to simplify M

m

under
verification and C

ex

are used to disprove equivalences in
further iterations. This iterative process of miter refinement
and checking is executed until: (i) the miter is fully solved
(M

m

is proved unsat); (ii) a non-equivalent comparing point
is detected (M

m

is proved sat); or (iii) a resource limit is
reached. We have observed that the most advantageous strategy
to accelerate the ABC command &cec is to apply graph
partitioning on M

m

and M
i

for enabling parallel SAT solving.

B. Graph Partitioning
The SAT problems arising from the proof of equivalence

between pairs of POs or internal nodes are intrinsically inde-
pendent of each other. These problems are encoded together
in the same graph due to the natural logic sharing introduced
during logic synthesis and optimization. We can exploit such
an intrinsic independence of the problems to solve them in
separate batches (partitions). Considering a miter represented
as a multi-output AIG, we have three main motivations for
performing the graph (miter) partitioning based on miter POs,
as follows:

• The SAT problems for checking pairs of POs or internal
nodes are independent from each other.

• We have empirically observed that adjacent outputs in
M

m

tend to present more shared logic than randomly
selected groups of outputs. It is due to the fact that RTL
elaborators, which translate word-level design description
into bit-level circuit, place bit-level flops next to each
other in M

m

.
• The set of SAT problems formulated for checking equiv-

alent classes during SAT sweeping are encoded as sub-
sequent outputs in M

i

.
Miter partitioning provides a trade-off between data sharing

and data independence during equivalence checking. On one

Algorithm 1: Top-level view of graph partitioning
1 Function GraphPartitioning()

2 input: N (number of partitions), miterM ( AIG )
3 output: P ( partitions )

4 int S; // partition size
5 int R; // division reminder

6 if ( M.nPO � N ) then

7 S = M.nPO / N ;
8 R = M.nPO % N ;

9 else

10 S = 1;
11 R = 0;
12 N = M.nPO ;

13 if ( R > 0 ) then

14 S ++; // to treat remaining POs

15 AIG ⇤ P [ N ]; // partitions as an array of AIGs

16 int i = 0, j = 0;

17 for each po in M do

18 appendTFICone( po, M, P[ i ]);
19 j ++;

20 if ( j == S) then

21 i++; // move to the next partition
22 j = 0; // reset the counter

23 // if all remaining POs were processed
24 if ( ��R == 0 ) then

25 S ��; // go back to the original size

26 return P ;

extreme side, we have many SAT problems encoded into a
single miter, which can be incrementally solved at the same
SAT solver by exploiting shared clauses (all together). On
the other extreme side, we can apply graph partitioning to
extract the TFI cones related to the pairs of outputs under
comparison and check each pair using independent SAT calls
(all separate). In order to achieve an equilibrium between
data sharing and data independence, we are proposing to
create relatively large partitions comprising a subset of SAT
problems. The partitioning enables to solve the subset of SAT
problems in parallel by independent SAT solver instances.
Algorithm 1 presents a top-level view of the graph partitioning
procedure.

Initially, Algorithm 1 checks whether it is feasible to de-
compose the given miter M (AIG) into the desired number of
partitions N, as shown in lines 6-12. This checking ensures that
the graph partitioning will be consistent by assigning feasible
values to the number of partitions N and partition size S. When
the division of M.nPO by N produces a remainder R, the
algorithm distributes the set of remaining POs by placing one
more PO to the first R partitions. This distribution contributes
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to produce a workload balance among partitions.
In line 15 of Algorithm 1, all partitions start empty and

the transitive fanin cones of subsequent POs are gradually
appended to the current partition until the partition size is
reached, represented by the loop in lines 17-25. The routine
appendTFICone collects all the logic that a given PO depends
on towards the PIs, recursively. In practice, appendTFICone
executes a classical depth-first search (DFS) to collect/copy
the necessary nodes to the current partition. Besides that, the
proposed graph partitioning uses structural hashing to preserve
logic sharing inside the partitions with some logic duplication
among different partitions. However, since the CEC is a
decision problem, logic duplication does not affect the solution
quality. In other words, the CEC engine is not sensitive to logic
duplication unlike other optimization problems, such as multi-
level logic optimization and technology mapping. A TFI-based
graph partitioning has been previously adopted in the context
of graph propagation problems like simulation [47].

The proposed graph partitioning guarantees the sound-
ness and completeness for CEC as follows. Let P =
{P1, P2, ..., PN

} be the set of N partitions of a given miter
M . For each output pair o

j

2 M to be checked for equiv-
alence, the proposed method guarantees that o

j

2 P
k

, being
0 < k  N , so that each output pair belongs to some partition
(completeness). Let TFI

oj be the transitive fanin cone of o
j

,
the method also guarantees that the TFI

oj ✓ P
k

so that P
k

contains all the logic needed to prove or disprove equivalence
of o

j

(soundness). The same graph partition can be applied for
partitioning the main miter M

m

as well as the internal miter
M

i

. The soundness and completeness properties hold for both
cases since the M

i

comprises smaller instances of the same
problem represented in M

m

.

C. Main Miter Partitioning

We are introducing the Model P in order to decompose M
m

into a set of N independent partitions P = {P1, P2, ..., PN

}

and verify these sub-problems in parallel, as depicted in Fig.
3. Let C1 and C2 be the pair of circuits under verification.
Initially, this model builds the miter M

m

by comparing the
corresponding pairs of outputs in multi-output AIG repre-
sentation. Then, M

m

is prepossessed by applying the graph
partitioning introduced in Algorithm 1, leading to P .

Let T be the set of worker threads. The POSIX Threads
(Pthreads) API is used for binding each P

k

2 P to a thread
T
k

2 T (for 0 < k  N ). T
k

is responsible for checking P
k

by executing a completely independent instance of the ABC
CEC core, illustrated in Fig. 2. Notice that in this approach the
data independence is the key point, allowing to take advantage
of many parallel runs of the sophisticated integration among
logic simulation, SAT sweeping and mitering. Therefore, the
Model P enables massive parallelism since each thread solves
part of the problem without any dependencies and conflicts to
other threads.

Finally, all threads in T are joined to the main thread and
the intermediate solutions are combined to deliver the result
of equivalence checking. If all the threads return the answer
equivalent, then it means that the circuits under verification C1

and C2 are equivalent. In this case, the final runtime of CEC
Model P is defined by the latest thread in T . However, when at
least one pair of outputs is proved non-equivalent, the Model
P enables earlier termination to the verification process since
this model explores the solution space quickly. For instance,
if a given thread T

k

proves that at least one pair of outputs
o
j

2 P
k

is non-equivalent, then T
k

can report the input/output
patterns for debugging P

k

and broadcast a stop signal to T .
The proposed approach lies closer to the middle of the

spectrum between data sharing (all together) and data inde-
pendence (all separate), enabling faster equivalence checking.
This solution works like a divide-and-conquer approach to
decompose a problem into smaller ones, enabling efficient par-
allel processing on multi-core platforms with shared memory.
Moreover, since the partitions in P are completely independent
to each other, the proposed approach can be easily extended
to exploit the advantages of distributed computing in cloud
platforms.

D. Internal Miter Partitioning

We are introducing the Model S in order to speed up the
SAT sweeping applied for checking equivalences of internal
nodes from M

m

, as depicted in Fig. 4. At each iteration of
the Model S, a temporary multi-output miter M

i

is built to
encode many SAT problems derived during SAT sweeping.
Therefore, the same principle of graph partitioning presented
in Algorithm 1 is applied to decompose M

i

into a set of N 0

partitions S = {S1, S2, ..., SN

0}. After partitioning M
i

, the
Pthreads API is used to launch a set of threads T 0 so that
each T 0

k

2 T 0 is responsible for executing an independent
instance of the SAT solver Minisat [18] to decide about the
equivalences represented in S

k

(for 0 < k  N 0).
Notice that the proposed approach interleaves serial and

parallel sections of the code at each iteration, as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, before starting the next iteration of the CEC
Model S loop, all threads must finish and return partial results.
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At each iteration, the pairs of nodes proved to be equivalent
are collected to refine M

m

. Moreover, a set of SAT counter-
examples C

ex

is collected from several SAT calls to produce
simulation vectors for the next iteration. Auxiliary routines are
used for reducing back all these partial results representing
C

ex

and equivalent nodes. This way, the runtime of the latest
thread in T 0 defines the delay before moving to the next
iteration of CEC Model S.

The amount of SAT problems encoded in M
i

as well as the
complexity of these problems are strongly dependent on the
design structure. Typically, M

m

comprises several complex
SAT problems whereas M

i

comprises a lot of small and
easy SAT subproblems. Considering this scenario, it is a
challenge to find a good trade-off between data sharing and
data independence in M

i

in order to perform a partitioning
that leads to a good workload balance among the threads.

It is worth mentioning that many other applications which
employ SAT sweeping can benefit from the proposed Model
S. In optimization problems based on SAT sweeping, such
as redundancy removal and signal correspondence [48], it is
not wise to partition the input graph because optimization
opportunities tend to be lost due to the negative bias of par-
tition boundaries. Therefore, in such optimization problems,
the proposed Model P is less useful. On the other hand,
the proposed Model S can enable parallelism to solve the
SAT sweeping problems encoded in the temporary miter M

i

,
without adversely impacting the quality of results of such
optimization problems.

E. Combined Miter Partitioning
We have introduced the models P and S for speeding up

equivalence checking by exploiting parallelism at different

TABLE I
THE SET OF SIX CIRCUITS OBTAINED BY APPLYING THE ABC COMMAND

double 10X, THE THREE MTM AIG NODES CIRCUITS FROM THE EPFL
BENCHMARK SUITE [49] AND FOUR COMBINATIONAL CIRCUITS

EXTRACTED FROM INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS.

Original dc2-opt
Design PI PO AND Lev AND Lev

sin 10xd 24,576 25,600 5,545,984 225 0.93 0.73
arbiter 10xd 262,144 132,096 12,123,136 87 1.00 1.02
voter 10xd 1,025,024 1,024 14,088,192 70 0.63 0.94
square 10xd 65,536 131,072 18,927,616 250 0.90 0.99
sqrt 10xd 131,072 65,536 25,208,832 5,058 0.75 1.20
mult 10xd 131,072 131,072 27,711,488 274 0.90 0.96
sixteen 117 50 16,216,836 140 0.73 0.53
twenty 137 60 20,732,893 162 0.73 0.44
twentythree 153 68 23,339,737 176 0.72 0.44
circuit1 120K 18K 470K 300 0.84 0.15
circuit2 1.2M 1.8M 5.7M 24K 0.66 0.01
circuit3 1.5M 1.2M 6.0M 1K 0.72 0.25
circuit4 1.6M 1.2M 6.1M 9K 0.72 0.04

levels of the CEC engine. A strong feature of our approach is
that both models can work together, cooperating to improve the
CEC runtime. Since each partition P

k

created in the Model P
leads to an independent CEC subproblem, the proposed Model
S can be directly applied to speed up SAT sweeping inside of
P
k

. It means that each thread T
k

2 T , created in Model P,
can create a set of subthreads T 0 in Model S to speed up the
computation. The amount of threads working at each model
can be specified by program switches followed by the number
of threads, i.e., -P N and -S N 0. This way, one can fine tune
the CEC engine to get the best thread workload balance based
on the characteristics of the design under verification.

Since the amount of parallelism and work available in M
m

and M
i

are strongly related to the design structure, the ability
to run Model P and Model S together helps to deal with a
wide range of design characteristics. It has been confirmed in
our experiments where the combined execution of models P
and S achieves higher speedups, leading to the best results
for some benchmarks. Moreover, when considering massively
parallel environments available in cloud computing platforms,
both models allow for a synergistic integration to fully exploit
the power of distributed and shared memory computing. For
instance, Model P can be used to partition the initial problem
and so distribute tasks to many computing nodes in the
cloud whereas Model S can exploit the potential of multi-core
architectures at each node.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed approaches have been implemented in C
programming language using Pthreads and incorporated in the
ABC command &cec [6]. The three ways of parallelizing CEC
presented in Section IV can be enabled in the &cec command
using the switches �P and �S, together or separately, fol-
lowed by the desired number of threads applied in each model.

A. Benchmark Circuits
Table I presents the set of benchmark circuits addressed

in the experiments. These circuits can be divided into three
different groups:
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i) Since this work is focusing on speeding up CEC for
large designs, we have selected the three benchmark circuits
comprising more than ten million (MtM) AIG nodes from
EPFL suite [49]. These circuits comprise AIGs with sixteen,
twenty and twenty three million nodes, corresponding to
random Boolean functions with complex implementation cost.
These circuits are large enough to challenge CEC engines.

ii) Additionally, we have applied the ABC command double
10 times for six other circuits from the EPFL suite to generate
large AIGs. This command doubles the AIG size by creating
two copies placed side by side, each one with its own primary
inputs and primary outputs. Although these circuits are syn-
thetic, they are very similar to the combinational logic cloud
extracted from a heavily pipelined industrial design, in which
the pipeline stages are represented as different copies of the
same design. Remembering that, in real designs, combinational
logic clouds between pipeline stages are independently of
each other and the CEC tools must to check all the internal
combinational outputs as well.

iii) The last set of circuits comprises four industrial designs
with up to 6 million AIG nodes, as shown in the bottom
rows in Table I. These industrial designs comprise sequential
elements (latches), being the smallest circuit comprising about
a hundred thousand latches whereas the other three ones
comprising about a million latches each one. Notice that the
CEC tool must verify not only the POs but also all the internal
combinational outputs that are connected to latches/flip-flops
inputs. Therefore, since the sequential logic is not relevant for
CEC, we are presenting only the combinational logic clouds
of these circuits by treating latches as pseudo PIs/POs. These
purely-combinational versions of the circuits have exactly
the same number of combinational comparing points as in
the original (sequential) versions of these circuits, producing
exactly the same results in terms of CEC runtime.

In a typical scenario, CEC is used to check equivalence
between original and optimized versions of the same design
after logic synthesis and/or technology-dependent optimiza-
tion. To reproduce this scenario, we have applied firtly the
script dc2 available in ABC to the designs shown in Table I.
The script performs area-driven, delay-constrained, multi-level
optimization process using rewriting, balancing and refactor-
ing algorithms. The ratio in terms of AIG nodes and levels
between the original and the optimized circuits is presented
in the last two columns in Table I, i.e., dc2-opt / Original. In
the following experiments, we have checked the equivalence
between the original designs and the dc2-optimized ones,
where all the pairs of circuits under verification are logically
equivalent.

In the first experiments, the proposed parallel CEC has been
compared to a commercial verification tool. In the sequence,
we present a scalability analysis of the proposed models in a
massive parallel environment when comparing to the reference
single-threaded method available through the ABC command
&cec. Finally, we compare the proposed models to the parallel
SAT solver Cube-and-Conquer [39] as well as we present a
discussion regarding the related method EQUIPE [40].

TABLE II
RUNTIME COMPARISON AMONG THE COMMERCIAL TOOL AND THE

PROPOSED MODELS RUNNING AT FOUR THREADS, IN (H:M:S).

Design Commercial
(4 threads) -P 4 -S 4 -P 2 -S 2 Speedup

sin 10xd 1:02:09 0:07:09 0:11:15 0:08:29 8.68x
arbiter 10xd 0:51:53 0:00:51 0:01:36 0:01:06 60.56x
voter 10xd 1:19:37 4:19:08 4:54:53 4:09:05 0.32x
square 10xd 2:57:02 0:03:28 0:07:45 0:04:52 51.13x
sqrt 10xd 69:03:25 3:31:50 6:47:06 6:38:47 19.56x
mult 10xd 5:20:41 0:09:04 0:20:15 0:12:46 35.34x
sixteen 21:21:26 4:22:54 3:34:31 1:45:06 12.19x
twenty 38:08:40 3:35:22 6:27:38 2:19:40 16.39x
twentythree 49:46:06 3:56:46 8:11:20 2:52:52 17.27x
circuit1 0:08:22 0:14:30 0:07:14 0:13:58 1.16x
circuit2 20:47:20 0:11:19 0:15:15 0:12:09 110.28x
circuit3 15:06:45 0:09:33 0:09:38 0:09:42 95.01x
circuit4 17:49:01 1:07:01 1:00:52 0:49:33 21.58x

Average 18:44:48 1:40:41 2:28:24 1:30:37 34.57x

B. Comparison to Commercial Verification Tool
In this experiment, we are comparing the proposed models

for parallel CEC to a commercial verification tool. The results
were collected in a server with 64GB of shared RAM and an
Intel R�Core R�i7-7700K CPU at 4.20GHz, where the processor
has four physical cores. The tools under comparison were
executed in a 64-bit Linux distribution and the runtimes were
measured using the Linux bash command time (real).

Both the commercial tool and the proposed models were
executed using four threads in order to exploit the potential
of the four physical cores available on the server. We have
executed Model P and Model S separately and combined.
Table II presents the absolute runtimes for each method in
the format (hours : minutes : seconds). The last column
in Table II presents the best speedups provided by the pro-
posed approaches when comparing to the commercial tool.
The experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed
models for parallel CEC present significant smaller runtimes
than the commercial verification tool when running at the same
number of threads. For three out of four industrial designs, the
proposed method presented great speedups when comparing to
the commercial tool performance. Notice that, in many cases,
the commercial tool took several hours or more than a day for
verifying the designs, whereas the proposed approach took
only few minutes/hours. On average, the proposed method is
34.57x faster than the commercial tool.

C. Scalability Analysis Comparing to ABC Command &cec

In order to assess the scalability of the proposed parallel
models to many threads, a set of experiments has been
carried out using a server with 128GB of shared RAM
and four Intel R�Xeon R�CPU E7- 4860 processors operating
at 2.27GHz, where each processor has 10 physical cores,
corresponding to the total of 40 cores. ABC tool was compiled
using GNU g++ version 6.1.0 and executed in a 64-bit Linux
distribution. The runtimes were measured using the Linux bash
command time (real).

Unfortunately, we do not have a commercial tool available
on this server with greater computing power. Therefore, in the
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TABLE III
RUNTIME COMPARISON AMONG THE ORIGINAL ABC COMMAND &cec AND THE PROPOSED MODELS P AND S RUNNING SEPARATELY, IN (H:M:S).

Design ABC
&cec

-P 4 -S 4 -P 10 -S 10 -P 20 -S 20 -P 30 -S 30 -P 40 -S 40

sin 10xd 1:04:52 0:15:33 0:23:56 0:06:28 0:16:27 0:03:09 0:12:55 0:02:12 0:11:48 0:02:05 0:12:14
arbiter 10xd 0:05:17 0:01:35 0:03:36 0:01:18 0:03:18 0:01:38 0:03:16 0:02:08 0:03:22 0:02:41 0:03:28
voter 10xd 24:13:00 5:56:16 7:34:12 2:51:05 3:25:12 1:17:48 1:46:06 0:50:16 1:12:14 0:39:12 1:02:42
square 10xd 0:33:53 0:07:58 0:17:28 0:03:23 0:14:23 0:01:56 0:13:02 0:01:28 0:12:41 0:01:16 0:12:56
sqrt 10xd 21:34:04 7:45:45 14:17:51 4:05:54 12:57:21 2:18:04 12:19:09 1:34:57 12:09:34 1:21:22 12:10:35
mult 10xd 1:21:10 0:19:37 0:43:36 0:08:27 0:36:30 0:04:35 0:33:28 0:03:25 0:32:42 0:03:03 0:33:26
sixteen 8:27:33 7:07:47 7:17:48 1:43:48 7:49:08 0:29:03 7:08:11 0:15:21 7:10:25 0:13:28 7:24:37
twenty 14:35:59 4:14:36 14:53:13 3:48:59 13:39:38 0:27:43 14:32:43 0:15:27 13:55:20 0:14:25 13:50:52
twentythree 18:51:30 5:08:32 17:50:37 2:01:59 17:09:33 0:50:28 18:41:32 0:33:01 18:46:43 0:17:56 17:03:48
circuit1 0:12:57 0:28:57 0:14:38 0:04:59 0:15:42 0:01:31 0:15:11 0:00:52 0:16:06 0:00:46 0:15:56
circuit2 0:34:36 0:23:44 0:33:46 0:21:39 0:30:57 0:20:33 0:29:44 0:19:35 0:32:03 0:20:13 0:39:21
circuit3 0:28:11 0:21:54 0:21:53 0:17:16 0:20:36 0:12:57 0:21:36 0:11:42 0:23:13 0:11:54 0:24:39
circuit4 4:07:15 3:03:10 2:47:20 2:14:39 2:08:21 1:39:05 1:48:59 0:54:16 1:36:01 0:53:21 1:29:30

Average 7:23:52 2:42:43 5:10:46 1:22:18 4:34:24 0:36:02 4:29:41 0:23:26 4:23:15 0:20:08 4:15:42
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Fig. 5. Speedups by the main miter partitioning (Model P).

following experiments, we are comparing the proposed parallel
CEC approaches to the state-of-the-art serial CEC from ABC.
In the first experiments, we compare the proposed models P
and S separately. The goal of this experiment is to measure
the speedup and the scalability that each model can bring to
the verification process as the thread count increases. Table III
presents the runtime for the original single-thread CEC and for
parallel models P and S running at 4 up to 40 threads. The
speedup introduced by each model according to the thread
count is shown in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6.

Regarding the benefits of the proposed approaches, Model
P leads to more significant improvement than Model S. For
most circuits, Model P works 30x faster than the original &cec
command. When verifying the industrial case ”circuit1”, we
have observed interesting speedups up to 16.71x faster than
&cec performance. For the other three industrial circuits, we
have profiled the CEC and observed that these cases have
few comparing points (outputs) that are significantly more
complex for verifying than all the others. Therefore, the overall
runtime of Model P is dominated by the verification of these
few outputs. Such a runtime behavior is not only related to
the granularity of parallelism but it is also related to the
complexity of the SAT problem. As can be seen in Table I,
the last three industrial circuits were intensively optimized by
the dc2 script, leading to aggressive reduction in the number
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Fig. 6. Speedups by the internal miter partitioning (Model S).

of nodes and mainly in the number of levels of these circuits.
The optimization created very challenge CEC instances that
are hard even for parallel SAT solvers which work in a much
finer-grain level of parallelism than the proposed method, as
presented in the next subsection.

Moreover, for the circuits ”twenty” and ”twentythree”, we
have observed super-linear speedups of 60.73x and 63.08x,
respectively. In these cases, graph partitioning enabled a
good balance between data sharing and data independence.
Besides that, the CEC engine is based on incremental SAT
solving by sharing clauses among successive SAT calls [14],
[19]. Therefore, the miter partitioning can lead to a better
incremental behavior in the SAT solving heuristics, since
each thread is applied to a smaller set of problems using
separate SAT solvers. In order to assess the influence of graph
partitioning in the super-linear speedups, we have applied the
proposed Model P to decompose the miters into 40 partitions
and then solve each partition sequentially using the original
version of the ABC command &cec. Table IV presents the
absolute runtimes for the &cec command when verifying the
MtM circuits serially with and without graph partitioning.
Notice that experimental results support our hypothesis that
the partitioning introduced a positive bias in the CEC runtime.
On average, the &cec has processed the partitioned miters
3.11x faster than the conventional approach, contributing for

Average	Speedup
	-P	40	(25.1x)

Average	Speedup
	-S	40	(3.52x)
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TABLE IV
IMPACT OF GRAPH PARTITIONING ON MITER SOLVING WITH SERIAL &cec,

RUNTIME IN (H:M:S).

Design ABC &cec
No Partitioning

ABC &cec
40 Partitions Speedup

sixteen 8:27:33 3:01:51 2.79x
twenty 14:35:59 4:29:26 3.25x
twentythree 18:51:30 5:45:13 3.28x

Average 13:58:21 4:25:30 3.11x

the supper-linear speedups.
It is harder to get high speedups in Model S because

many smaller SAT problems are created in the interleaved
sections of sequential and parallel codes in the CEC core.
Actually, the SAT problem size and complexity depends on the
characteristics of the designs under verification. Therefore, one
should not discard Model S since it can be advantageous for
certain designs, and it can also be combined to work together
with Model P.

By combining models P and S, we enable extra opportu-
nities to trade-off data sharing and data independence in the
CEC engine. In this experiment, we consider three different
thread configurations for combining both models using the
total of 40 threads. In the first configuration (�P 4 �S 10),
we are considering fewer partitions of the main miter and
more partitions of the internal miter. In the second one (�P
10 �S 4), we have swapped the thread count between the
main miter and the internal miter partitionings. In the last
configuration (�P 20 �S 2), we have increased the thread
count for the main miter partitioning since it has presented
the best results in previous experiments. The absolute runtime
values of each configuration are presented in Table V and the
respective speedups are shown in Fig. 7.

To demonstrate the advantages of combining both mod-
els, consider the results for the designs ”voter 10xd” and
”arbiter 10xd” shown in Fig. 7. The configuration (�P 10
�S 4) resulted in extra speedups for both designs when
comparing to the models P and S running independently. For
”arbiter 10xd”, we have observed the speedup of 6.7x whereas
in the previous experiments the speedups were 4x for Model P
and 1.5x for Model S. Moreover, for ”voter 10xd” circuit, we
have observed the speedup of 39x which is practically linear
(optimal) in terms of the number of threads. In the previous
experiments, the speedups for ”voter 10xd” were 37x and 23x
for models P and S, respectively.

D. Comparing to Parallel SAT Solving
In this experiment, we created miters in the CNF format for

all the pairs of circuits presented in Table I by applying the
ABC script: ”&r file1.aig ; &miter file2.aig ; &write cnf
miter.cnf ”. Then, we used the state-of-the-art parallel SAT
solver Cube-and-Conquer (CnC) [39] to solve these CNF
formulas. The CnC was obtained from [50], compiled and
executed in the same platform with 40 cores used in the
previous experiment. We set the CnC to run with 40 threads
by editing the number of thread in the provided script ”cube-
lingeling.sh”. We set a timeout of 24 hours for solving each

TABLE V
RUNTIME COMPARISON BETWEEN ORIGINAL ABC COMMAND &cec AND
THE COMBINED MODELS P AND S RUNNING AT 40 THREADS, IN (H:M:S).

Design ABC
&cec

-P 4 -S 10 -P 10 -S 4 -P 20 -S 2

sin 10xd 1:04:52 0:03:55 0:02:32 0:02:04

arbiter 10xd 0:05:17 0:01:03 0:00:47 0:01:20
voter 10xd 24:13:00 0:39:45 0:37:05 0:37:26
square 10xd 0:33:53 0:03:21 0:01:54 0:01:27

sqrt 10xd 21:34:04 5:33:28 2:38:45 1:44:48

mult 10xd 1:21:10 0:09:09 0:04:51 0:03:36

sixteen 8:27:33 1:54:34 1:14:02 0:28:07

twenty 14:35:59 2:17:06 1:42:43 0:27:01

twentythree 18:51:30 2:21:32 2:22:09 1:06:56

circuit1 0:12:57 0:28:45 0:04:58 0:01:34

circuit2 0:34:36 0:22:13 0:20:30 0:18:10

circuit3 0:28:11 0:16:41 0:12:30 0:11:52

circuit4 4:07:15 1:17:01 0:59:30 1:09:58

Average 7:23:52 1:11:26 0:47:52 0:28:48
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Fig. 7. Speedups by combining models P and S at 40 threads.

miter. The CnC reached the timeout for all the miters and
was not able to finish the splitting (divide) phase which is
based on a variant of the lookahead SAT solver MARCH
[51]. This modified lookahead solver is used as spliting tool
for decomposing the problem based on cubes and then to
solve the sub-problems in parallel (conquer) with an extended
version of the LINGELING CDCL solver [33]. However, in
this experiment, we have observed that the conquer phase did
not start after 24 hours for all the miters.

We are completely sure that the CnC is a powerful technique
for parallel SAT solving that provide great speedups for
several complex applications. However, as discussed in [52],
lookahead methods are interesting to solve small hard prob-
lems that require sophisticated heuristics, presenting limited
scalability when comparing to CDCL solver for industrial
instances. The pairs of circuits under verification, including
the industrial designs, comprise millions of AIG nodes, leading
to challenge instances of CEC for which the lookahead solver
became a bottleneck. In this context, a lightweight heuristic
for partitioning, such as the proposed one, is more scalable
for large instances because it is based on intrinsic properties
of the target problem.

As future extension of the proposed approach for parallel
CEC, we suggest the integration of a parallel SAT solver
to add one more level of parallelism in our solution. For

Average	Speedup
	-P	20	-S	2	(16.6x)
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instance, one can apply the proposed Models P and Model
S for miter partitioning and then to solve in parallel (level 1)
the SAT problems created inside of each partition by executing
independent instances of a parallel (level 2) SAT solver based
on divide-and-conquer or portfolio techniques. Notice that this
solution allows to keep taking advantage of the integration
among logic simulation, SAT sweeping and mitering, however,
replacing the serial SAT solver by a parallel one.

E. Discussion on EQUIPE Method
Regarding the previous parallel CEC method called

EQUIPE [40], it is quite difficult to perform a direct com-
parison to such a method. At first, the methods are running
on different platforms with the technology gap of almost
a decade. Besides, it is not clear whether the authors are
comparing against cec or &cec command so that &cec is
significantly faster than cec. Moreover, it is hard to ensure that
we are using exactly the same pairs of original and optimized
designs as input to CEC. Therefore, in order to avoid an
unfair comparison, we are presenting an analysis based on
our solution and on the general information presented in [40].

The results produced by the EQUIPE method were collected
on a platform containing a CUDA-enabled 8800GT GPU with
14 multiprocessors operating at 600 MHz and a CPU Intel
Core 2 Quad operating at 2.4 GHz. The authors reported
average speedups of one order of magnitude when comparing
to a commercial tool and only up to 3.22x speedup when
comparing to ABC tool. In the latter case, even using the 4
CPU cores and the 14 auxiliary GPU cores, the method was
not able to speedup CEC beyond 3.22x. It is worth to notice
that the CPU and GPU cores work at different frequencies
and there is an additional cost related to the communication
between CPU and GPU. Moreover, the authors mention that
in some cases the internal miters need to be reconstructed,
leading to runtime degradation, as shown in [40]. On the other
hand, the parallel models P and S proposed in this work are
able to verify designs with millions of AIG nodes. It scales
to many cores and achieves significant improvement when
comparing to &cec command, the latest CEC engine in ABC
tool. Therefore, the proposed approach is more promising than
the EQUIPE method when it comes for improving CEC for
large designs.

F. Final Considerations and Applications
Table VI presents a summary of the best results and the

respective thread configuration. In general, the configurations
�P 40 and �P 10 �S 4 lead to the best results. Notice that
the proposed approach can significantly reduce the runtime of
CEC when comparing to the single-thread method. One great
improvement has taken place when the CEC runtime went
down from 24h13min to only 37min and from 18h51min to
only 18min. Overall, the proposed solutions have the potential
to improve existing EDA environments.

Given that CEC is used as a building block in many
computations, the parallel CEC engine proposed in this work
can speed up other important tasks which depends on proving
logic equivalence. Moreover, with additional customization

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF THE BEST RESULTS AND CONFIGURATIONS FOR EACH

DESIGN, IN (H:M:S).

Design ABC
&cec

Parallel Speedup Config.

sin 10xd 1:04:52 0:02:04 31.33x -P 20 -S 2
arbiter 10xd 0:05:17 0:00:47 6.76x -P 10 -S 4
voter 10xd 24:13:00 0:37:05 39.17x -P 10 -S 4
square 10xd 0:33:53 0:01:16 26.72x -P 40
sqrt 10xd 21:34:04 1:21:22 15.90x -P 40
mult 10xd 1:21:10 0:03:03 26.59x -P 40
sixteen 8:27:33 0:13:28 37.67x -P 40
twenty 14:35:59 0:14:25 60.73x -P 40
twentythree 18:51:30 0:17:56 63.08x -P 40
circuit1 0:12:57 0:00:46 16.71x -P 40
circuit2 0:34:36 0:18:10 1.91x -P 20 -S 2
circuit3 0:28:11 0:11:42 2.41x -P 30
circuit4 4:07:15 0:53:21 4.63x -P 40

Average 7:23:52 0:19:39 25.66x

that performs proper handling of fanout nodes during equiva-
lence checking the scalable CEC techniques are also applicable
in:

• SAT sweeping under observability don’t-cares [53];
• node minimization with satisfiability, observability and

external don’t-cares [54];
• high-effort resynthesis for circuit delay, area, power dis-

sipation and wiring congestion reduction using Boolean
resubstitution [48];

• various traversal-based computations comparing func-
tions of the nodes in terms of primary inputs under ob-
servability conditions (ATPG, redundancy removal, false
path detection and removal), and others.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper proposes a novel approach comprising three
different models to enable parallelism and to speedup modern
CEC engine. The models trade off data sharing and data
independence by applying graph partitioning during mitering
and SAT sweeping. Experiments lead to promising results in
speeding up the verification task for large designs. In several
cases, where the ABC or the commercial verification tool
took more than one day for checking designs, the proposed
approach has finished this task in a few minutes/hours. The
proposed solution has additional practical benefits, in partic-
ular, the potential to improve the runtime and scalability of
other applications in current EDA environments. Moreover, the
proposed models can exploit massively parallel environments
of cloud computing.
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